
TYPE SIX
THE LOYAL GUARDIAN
Committed | Responsible | Faithful | Suspicious | Anxious
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COACHING SESSION #3

Wings are the two personality types on either 
side of the main personality type. For instance, the 
Wings for Type Six are Type Five and Type Seven. 
One of these Wings is usually (but not always) used 
more than the other and brings a new dimension 
and depth to the main Type. Think of them like salt 
and pepper. They add flavor and more complexity 
to the main Type. The main Type dominates how a 
Type perceives and experiences life, but the Wings 
do influence the main Type.

Core Motivations

Core Fear
Fearing fear itself, being without 
support, security, or guidance; being 
blamed, targeted, alone, or physically 
abandoned.

Core Desire
Having security, guidance, and sup-
port.

Core Weakness
Anxiety—Scanning the horizon of life 
and trying to predict and prevent neg-
ative outcomes (especially worst-case 
scenarios); remaining in a constant 
state of apprehension and worry.

Core Longing
“You are safe and secure.”

Reflection

• Which wing do you use more? __________

• How does this wing add to your main type? How does it impact your rela-
tionships, work, and everyday life?

• How does the other wing influence your main type? How can you utilize  
it more to create more balance?

TYPE 6 WING 5 (6W5) 
“THE DEFENDER”

In General: Organized, percep-
tive, cerebral, withdrawn, and 
knowledgeable; self-controlled, 
responsible, and serious about 
ethical and political beliefs (can 
be mistyped as a 1); outspoken 
and intense (can look like an 8).

When Struggling: More suspi-
cious and isolated while watching 
for potential adversaries.

Both Types Are in Conflict with 
Each Other: Type 6 wants to 
band together with others for 
security and support, while Type 
5 looks to detach from others to 
maintain internal resources.

Inspiring Quality: A mindful 
voice for the underdogs who will 
go to great lengths to defend 
them.

TYPE 6 WING 7 (6W7)     
“THE BUDDY”

In General: Engaging, support-
ive, witty, friendly, and likable; 
looking to team up with others 
for extra support and security.

When Struggling: More anxious 
and hardworking yet procrasti-
nates out of fear. Can be more 
reactive when experiencing 
anxiety and internal pressure to 
make decisions quickly.

Both Types Blend Easily with 
Each Other: Both are extroverted, 
highly sociable, enjoy having a 
good time with trusted and com-
mitted friends, and like making 
new connections to ensure secu-
rity and fun times together.

Inspiring Quality: A very 
thoughtful, warm, and engaging 
friend who constantly looks out 
for problems but wants to have 
loads of fun as well.
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Type 6 Levels of Alignment

Going Deep
Describe what you are like when you are healthy, average, and unhealthy. Give examples for each. 

HEALTHY AVERAGE UNHEALTHY

• Living out your identity by becom-
ing self-affirming, trusting of self 
and others, and independent, yet 
interdependent and cooperative as 
an equal with others. 

• Your belief in yourself leads to true 
courage, positive thinking, leader-
ship, and rich self-expression. 

• Remaining warm, loving, commit-
ted, witty, engaging, trusting, and 
playful.

• Thinking of others and enjoy col-
laborating with a group or team.

• Believing you are alone and need 
to scan the horizon for dangers and 
people who might harm you.

• Taking control of situations be-
cause no one else is as cautious 
and vigilant as you are.

• Constantly questioning everything 
and everyone to predict the future.

• Looking for a dependable authority 
figure to trust, but testing them 
to see if they deserve your loyalty 
(creating the very problems you are 
trying to prevent).

• Remaining on constant lookout for 
dangers at every turn.

• Becoming hyper-vigilant and sus-
picious of everyone, leading you 
toward paranoia.

• Failing to trust your own or an 
authority figure’s thinking and 
decision-making ability, which  
ultimately makes you feel more 
alone, anxious, and cynical, and 
fearful. 

HEALTHY AVERAGE UNHEALTHY


